INTRODUCTION

From November 16-23, 2013, a delegation from Migration and Refugee Services of the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops (MRS/USCCB) traveled to southern Mexico and Central America to examine and understand the flight of unaccompanied migrating children and youth from the region. Bishop Mark Seitz, bishop of El Paso, Texas, led the delegation, and was accompanied by Jeanne Atkinson, Executive Director of the Catholic Legal Immigration Network, Inc. (CLINIC), Reverend Daniel Groody, Professor of Theology, University of Notre Dame, and consultant to the USCCB Committee on Migration; Jane Bloom, Director, Washington Office of the International Catholic Migration Commission (ICMC); Reverend Daniel Groody, Professor of Theology, University of Notre Dame, and consultant to the USCCB Committee on Migration; Jane Bloom, Director, Washington Office of the International Catholic Migration Commission (ICMC); Kristyn Peck, Associate Director of Children’s Services, MRS/USCCB; Ashley Feasley, Immigration Policy Advisor, MRS/USCCB; and Kevin Appleby, Director of Migration Policy and Public Affairs, MRS/USCCB.

Currently, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and Mexico have the highest numbers of unaccompanied youth arriving at the U.S./Mexico border where they are apprehended by federal immigration enforcement due to their lack of immigration status and placed into the custody and care of the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services’ Office of Refugee Resettlement (HHS/ORR). According to U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP), in fiscal year 2012, 24,120 out of a total of 24,481 unaccompanied children apprehended at the U.S./Mexico border or in the interior were from Mexico, Guatemala, El Salvador and Honduras.1

With these figures in mind, the delegation travelled to the Northern Triangle of Central America to hear the stories of child migrants and meet with high-level government officials. The delegation first visited Tapachula, a city in the state of Chiapas Mexico which is the epicenter of the migration flow North and also is the location of one of the children’s shelters run by the Mexican government’s child welfare agency, DIF (el Desarrollo Integral de la Familia). Subsequently the delegation travelled to Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador to collect information and assess the plight of child migrants on the ground. The following report details the delegation’s findings and policy recommendations.

OVERVIEW

Since 2011, the United States has seen an unprecedented increase in the number of unaccompanied migrating children arriving to the country, predominately at the U.S./Mexico border. Whereas the number of children apprehended averaged 6,800 between federal fiscal years (FY) (October 1-September 30) 2004 and 2011, the total jumped to over 13,000 children in FY20122 and over 24,000 children in FY 2013.3 HHS/ORR, as well as the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) estimate that more than 60,000 unaccompanied minors could enter the United States during 2014.

Why are so many children making the dangerous journey north? Are there recent developments in these countries that have led to the spike in child migration over previous years? The delegation attempted to find answers to these questions during their mission. In short, there are no simple answers. The delegation found that a series of interrelated factors have contributed to this dramatic increase in migration and that a “perfect storm” of a number of these root causes has coalesced to create this phenomenon. Push factors include the absence of economic opportunity, the lack of quality education and access to education generally and the resulting inability for individuals to financially support themselves and their families in their home countries/local communities. The desire to reunify with family in the United States, in part driven by these forces, also has contributed to this increase in migration.

While these factors were omnipresent, the delegation found that one overriding factor has played a decisive and forceful role in recent years: generalized violence at the state and local levels and a corresponding breakdown of the rule of law have threatened citizen security and created a culture of fear and hopelessness.

To be sure, each country exhibited individual challenges which have added to these push factors. In Guatemala, for example, the demise of the coffee industry in recent years has contributed to the outflow of child migrants.4 In Honduras, political instability in recent years has led to the absence of good governance and a breakdown in the rule of law. And El Salvador, particularly dependent on remittances from the United States, has been severely affected by the global recession.

Nevertheless, violence and coercion, including extortion, kidnapping, threats, and coercive and forcible recruitment of children into criminal activity are per-
petrated by transnational criminal organizations and gangs have become part of everyday life in all of these countries, exerting control over communities. Transnational criminal organizations, such as the Mexican-based los Zetas cartel, which deals in the smuggling and trafficking of humans, drugs, and weapons, operate in Mexico with impunity, and have expanded their influence throughout Central America by contracting with local gangs, primarily MS-13 and the 18th Street gang.

A. Violence in the Community: Strengthened Gangs and Loosely-Affiliated Imitators

While the violence in these countries is widespread, part of the problem facing children in communities is the increasingly crowded landscape of bad actors operating at the community level. Domestically, individuals face the threat of violence and extortion from both street gangs contracting with transnational criminal organizations and copy-cat or loosely-affiliated low-level perpetrators. According to United Nations Office of Drug and Crime (UNODC), in 2012, there were an estimated 20,000 gang members in El Salvador, 12,000 in Honduras, and 22,000 in Guatemala. The major gangs operating in Central America are the 18th Street gang (also known as Barrio 18) and their main rival, the Mara Salvatrucha (MS-13). These two particular gangs, or “Maras,” have been prevalent in Honduras and El Salvador for years and, until recently, were loosely structured and largely operated at the local street level. In recent years both of these gangs have expanded geographically (moving into some areas of Guatemala in addition to intensified presence in El Salvador and Honduras) and have become more organized and sophisticated both in terms of operation (from low-level robberies and extortions to becoming guards and transporters for large lucrative narcotics shipments) and execution.

Some of the reasons behind the consolidation of the transnational gang presence in Central America can be attributed to the expanded reach of Los Zetas (discussed below) and to the lack of individual and coordinated governmental response to the gangs. For example, the El Salvadoran government’s decision in recent years to organize prisons according to gang affiliation likely has led to further gang consolidation, resulting in more organized and effective criminal enterprises. The financial potency and transnational danger that these criminal organizations pose to their societies and to entire geographic regions has been increasingly recognized by the international community. To this end, in October 2012 the United States Department of Treasury designated and sanctioned the MS-13 as a significant Transnational Criminal Organization (TCO), the first transnational street gang to receive the designation. In El Salvador, the epicenter of the Mara infiltration, various government-affiliated actors organized a gang truce in March 2012 that has led to a significant reduction in the number of murders and kidnappings that occurred in 2012. While the truce halted the murders and kidnappings, it also highlighted the culpability of the gangs for the nation’s violence epidemic and the inability of the El Salvadoran government to control them.

The growing power and success of the Maras, particularly MS-13 and 18th Street, has given rise to incidences of gang copy-cats or loosely affiliated operators, who seem to have replaced or at least augmented the actions of the Maras with regard to low-level daily crime and intimidation. The existence of these copy cats or loosely affiliated criminal operators also underscores the growing difficulty in defining and identifying “gang” members within local communities in El Salvador, Honduras and Guatemala. The distinction between members of the MS-13 or 18th Street gangs and copycat or low level criminal actors has become increasingly blurred, leading to increased hopelessness in communities because of the anonymous but increasing threat of violence affecting daily life.

This perspective is shared by academics who have documented an increasingly strong but amorphous criminal presence threatening children and pushing them to migrate. For example, in many instances gangs or low-level imitators require the payment of money (“renta”) from families or businesses to ensure that they are “protected” from violence or intimidation. To many families, the renta itself is just an accepted fact of life that comes with living in the community, with many individuals interviewed from El Salvador comparing payment of the renta to life insurance. This growth in community crime and strengthened gang-related violence has become an overwhelming factor for children and families in their decision to migrate.

B. Violence in the Region and on the Journey: Los Zetas and Independent and Gang/Cartel Affiliated Coyotes and Traffickers

Even if children are able to navigate the localized violence within their communities, another more sinister...
criminal actor affects their migration: los Zetas.\textsuperscript{13} Los Zetas was formed in the late 1990s by an elite band of Mexican anti-drug commandos from the Air-Mobile Special Forces who defected and evolved into a well-financed and heavily armed drug-smuggling force. Despite recent media reports about the weakening of the organization due to the loss of its leader, Miguel Angel Trevino Morales, in July 2013, Los Zetas is rapidly expanding into Central America. Since 2008, the Zetas have moved to claim the northern triangle of Central America as drug shipment territory and, as a result, Honduras, Guatemala, and El Salvador have seen a spike in crime related to drug shipment routes and trafficking. The areas of greatest conflict have been the most traveled trafficking routes: the Guatemala-Honduras border and the northern Caribbean cost of Honduras.\textsuperscript{14} In recent months, the US government and international observers have been alarmed by Los Zetas’ relationship with the maras, particularly MS-13.

These emerging alliances between transnational crime and drug trafficking organizations and local gangs have increased the efficiency and frequency of violence in the region, in part leading to the increased migration of youth.\textsuperscript{15} In addition to expanding their presence into Central America, los Zetas have augmented their operations to include migrant smuggling and trafficking along the major migration routes north in Mexico, particularly along the Gulf of Mexico corridor. The expansion of los Zetas into migrant smuggling and trafficking has resulted in a corresponding rise of violence, extortion, kidnapping, sexual assault, physical assault, trafficking and murder.

In addition to navigating los Zetas controlled migration routes north into Mexico, unaccompanied youth must also contend with coyotes or smugglers who may or may not be affiliated with larger criminal enterprises like los Zetas. Human smugglers and human traffickers also cause havoc to young persons and their families.

For example, the delegation heard about smugglers (“coyotes”) promising a family three attempts to take a family member to the United States, at exorbitant costs. In Guatemala specifically, the delegation learned that a new trend is for coyotes to promise three attempts for the price of one, with families taking a mortgage out on their home to cover the cost of the coyote and then the coyote failing in order to gain the deed for the family’s land with the coyote taking ownership of the land himself personally, or as part of a criminal enterprise.\textsuperscript{16} In all four countries visited there were reports of coyotes either abandoning minors along the journey or encouraging them to report themselves as “adults” if they get apprehended by the Mexican government or CBP, ensuring their deportation. Once returned, the smugglers wait for the children outside the airport or shelter in order to take them north again. When families cannot pay the costs, which can reach $7,000, the coyotes take control of their property, leaving families and children homeless. In Honduras the estimated $5,000-$7,000 cost of the coyote represents 18 months of earnings for an entire family.

Hope beyond the Gangs

Fernando*, a former client of Catholic Relief Services (CRS) El Salvador’s Youth Builders program, said he was aware of the “gang life” before he even started high school. He described the gangs’ ubiquitous presence in the community, underscored by his statement that he has known one of the gang leaders since he was six-years-old. Once he started high school, Fernando said it was “a whole other story.” Illustrating an atmosphere of intimidation and fear, Fernando recounted stories of the gangs’ presence on school property—selling drugs, throwing rocks at the school buses, beating kids on the school bus with belts, or worse, as part of the gang initiation, beating kids with a knife and removing the insignia from their school uniform. Fernando shuddered as he described the fate of high school girls-- drugged at high school parties and gang raped. Fernando depicted a school atmosphere in which the teachers and administrators were completely unable to protect the students as “at least 50 percent are armed.” Fernando, who did well in school, was beaten every day on the school bus, and ultimately, “learned to control his environment” through marginalized gang involvement. “I was never a rank and file gang member”, said Fernando, although he describes low-level gang activity such as patrolling buses and drinking with gang members. Ultimately, Fernando was motivated to leave the gang life when he had a child, stating, “I don’t want my child to grow up like that.” Fernando turned to the CRS Youth Builders project which he said, “inspired me to have a better life for myself.” He began going to church, and said, “Thanks to God’s mercy, now I’m changed.”

*Name changed to protect identity.
The presence and activity of these groups have undoubtedly impacted youth, perhaps the most vulnerable of victims. They are squeezed from both ends: pressure from the family to help with economic support and pressure from gangs and drug trafficking networks to become members, at threat to their lives. Often the life-threatening journey north is a more appealing option to these young persons, or is seen as a family strategy to protect their child, as the governments in these countries are unable to fully protect them.

Children from Honduras, El Salvador and Guatemala who have a parent or relative working in the United States are especially vulnerable for two reasons: they lack a stabilizing element within their family structure and they can become targets for extortion from the Maras and other community criminal actors because they are perceived as being wealthier or having the benefits of remittances. In addition, these children experience less supervision because the female head-of-household has to work more for economic stability and is unable to watch over the family, thus creating an opening for the gang to exploit these vulnerable youth. One mother at the return station in San Salvador lamented that she felt helpless in preventing the harassment of her daughter by a gang member because she had to find work outside of the home and could not operate a home business due to the pressure to pay renta to the gang for operating the business in the home/community. Without a stable family to protect them, young men are recruited to join gangs, receiving extreme pressure from within the community and even at schools. Young persons who resist are threatened with violence or even death. Because of a lack of protection from the government or their families, youth are faced with the choice of complying with the demands or fleeing from the region or the country. Combined with an absence of economic or educational opportunities, minors often choose the latter course.

Given the difficult conditions minors must confront in their home countries, the delegation believes that a robust protection regime for children must be implemented in Central America, Mexico, and the United States.

**FINDINGS**

**Violence and bad criminal actors have permeated all aspects of life in Central America and are one of the primary factors driving the migration of children from the region.** The delegation found that in each country—particularly Honduras and El Salvador—organized gangs have established themselves as an alternative, if not primary, authority in rural areas and towns and cities outside the capitals. In many cases, the governments are unable to prevent gang violence and intimidation of the general public, especially youth. The delegation heard accounts of gang members infiltrating schools and forcing children to either join their ranks or risk violent retribution to them or their families. Even in prisons, incarcerated gang members are able to order violence against members of the community. The delegation heard reports that law enforcement collaborated with the gangs but also heard extensively that most of these governments do not have the resources to aggressively pursue these types of crimes. For example, according to Casa Alianza, 93 percent of crimes perpetrated against youth in Honduras go unpunished.

Youth who do manage to flee the violence are then exposed to extreme danger and criminal mistreatment by actors along the migration journey. The journey north is increasingly dangerous and children find little protection in Mexico. The delegation heard horrific stories of abuse and violence that young persons endured on their journey to the United States. Drug traffickers, human traffickers, and even law enforcement pose stark risks to these children and prey upon their vulnerabilities. Maras, for example,
charge money for children to ride the train north into Mexico, throwing them off when they cannot pay. Girls and young women are at risk of rape and prepare for such an event. Human smugglers often abandon children at the first sign of trouble or mislead them by telling them to pretend they are adults. This does not include the physical and emotional hardships of such a journey. Despite the dangers, minors continue to try to make it to the United States, because, as one official put it, “the lack of hope exceeds the fear.”

The delegation also heard reports of human trafficking, where minors begin the journey north, sometimes with friends or even family, and find that the expectations of the type of work they had agreed to do in the U.S. changed, or, that in exchange for their travel, they would be required to work to pay off the debt, or they are instructed to provide sex to “clients” along the way.

**Violence and the lack of economic and educational opportunity have led to the family breakdown in poor families, leaving children unprotected.** The escalation in violence, combined with the lack of jobs and quality education, has led to a breakdown in the family unit, as male heads of households- or sometimes both parents- have left for the United States, leaving children behind with relatives, often, grandparents. As children enter teenage years, heightening their risk for victimization or recruitment by gangs, it becomes increasingly difficult for their relatives, especially elderly grandparents, to protect them. Children flee, as a strategy to escape the gangs, to help support the family, and to reunify with their parents or other loved ones, from whom they have been separated for years. In an analysis conducted by MRS/USCCB of 140 children from Mexico, Honduras, Guatemala and El Salvador whom MRS/USCCB provided family reunification services to in FY 2011, 74 percent (104) reported migrating to the United States to reunify with a family or friend. Of that number, 46 reported other reasons for migration, such as, escaping violence (41%) or to look for work in order to help financially support their family (36%).

The delegation interviewed a group of women waiting at a center run by the Salvadoran immigration authorities for returned migrants. The women were mothers, grandmothers, and aunts of children who were to be returned that day from Mexico, where

### Human Trafficking

Dani* had recently turned 18-years-old at the time the delegation interviewed her in the DIF shelter in Tapachula, Mexico. Dani reported that she left her two children—two and nine months—in Honduras with her mother when she left for the United States in search of work to support her family. Dani planned on living with her cousins, one of whom recruited her to work in a cantina. As Dani proceeded on the migration journey, she realized that what she thought was a straightforward waitressing job would in fact require her to do what was necessary to please the male customers, to include sexual activity. In Mexico, Dani was apprehended, and she disclosed to Mexican immigration officials what was expected of her when she reached her destination. With the information she provided, Mexican authorities arrested the traffickers, and Dani was placed in the custody of DIF while she applied for a humanitarian visa, which she was told would be awarded the week that we visited.

*Name changed to protect identity.

they were apprehended on their way to the United States. While awaiting reunification with the children, the staff psychologist provided an orientation on the dangers of the journey as a prevention mechanism. The women listened to the statistics about the number of children who are raped, mugged, beaten, and injured on the journey, and the room was heavy with their grief. When the psychologist exited the room, the women, one by one, shared the motivations for migration of their children, grandchildren, nieces, and nephews. As one mother of a 16 year old girl who had been repeatedly harassed by a neighborhood gang said, “I know it’s not the best solution, to send her to the U.S., but what else can we do? We have no place to go.” She said when she tried to work from home, cutting hair so she could be with her daughter in the afternoons; the gangs demanded she pay “la renta”. Unable to make the payments, she closed her business and began working in a nearby town, leaving her daughter vulnerable to harassment by the gangs while she was away from home. “It’s an intolerable situation. I know the journey is dangerous, but it’s dangerous here” she said.

An elderly grandmother of two boys, 14 and 16, both
who fled harassment and recruitment by gang members at school, said although she wanted to welcome her grandchildren home with open arms, she was terrified of what would happen to them once she took them back home. She recalled moving several times already to escape the gangs and said, “There’s nowhere else to go.” Without a male parent, minors are often unprotected against gang members or other criminal elements. Children, mostly males, can be sent to the fields or other areas by the remaining parent to work and provide for the family. Young girls can also be subject to harassment and sexual violence, as gang members recruit them to become “girlfriends” of gang members.

Another symptom of the pressures on the family is the rise in domestic violence cases. The delegation heard reports of young boys and girls escaping domestic violence, either targeted at them or another member of the family. In some cases, children were escaping sexual abuse form a parent or an older sibling.

Tragically, the delegation found that children do not find the protection they need once they arrive in Mexico, even those who are eligible for asylum. UNHCR and MRS/USCCB are working with government authorities to provide training to law enforcement and protection officers on identifying and screening vulnerable children, and continued capacity building efforts should be supported. MRS/USCCB, in response to a request from UNCHR Mexico, developed and presented three on-site trainings for UNCHR staff, government officials, and NGO partners in Mexico City and Tapachula, Mexico from November 13th-15th, 2013. The goal of this training was to support the implementation of UNHCR’s Child Protection Strategy in Mexico by strengthening institutional capacity of UNHCR Mexico staff, direct care providers, and government officials working with migrating children.

An inherent weakness regarding the current system in Mexico that the delegation encountered is the fact that once apprehended in Mexico, foreign national children often are placed in detention with adults. There is only one children’s shelter in southern Mexico and one in Mexico City run by the Desarrollo Integral de la Familia (DIF), the Mexican government’s division of child welfare. Children who request asylum usually remain in detention for months longer and there is little in the way of legal services to help them navigate the Mexican legal system. Once a child receives asylee status, he or she resides in a child shelter in Mexico City until age 18, as there is no foster care system in
place for these children. Because of the challenges in gaining asylum in Mexico and the absence of an effective child welfare system, children often choose deportation back home so they can try to migrate again.

Countries of origin lack the capacity to protect children adequately. The delegation found that Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador lack the capacity to protect children in their law enforcement, child and social welfare, and educational systems. As mentioned, gangs and other criminal elements are active in many communities and schools, and the government is unable to curb their influence because of corruption, lack of political will, or lack of resources. Law enforcement personnel, low-paid and low-skilled, are compromised by these criminal elements. National educational systems are inadequately funded, with many children only advancing to 6th or 7th grade. Child welfare services are virtually non-existent, as are foster-care and family reunification and reintegration services.

A significant number of migrants, particularly youth, have valid asylum claims. While the popular perception of many in the United States is that migrants come here for economic reasons, the delegation found that a growing number are fleeing violence in their homelands. The increased number of those requesting asylum shows a more complex picture, with many children, for example, entering the United States to join family members in search of security. Denying them asylum and sending them back to the gangs and drug traffickers persecuting them could ensure their demise.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In light of the findings of the mission, the delegation recommends the following policy changes:

I. The United States should strengthen protections for unaccompanied, migrating children, whom U.S. law refers to as Unaccompanied Alien Children (UAC). UAC possess legal rights which should be honored. Often children are scared and are unable to articulate their fears and do not understand what rights they have under U.S. law. We recommend the following:

a. The best interest of the child standard should be applied in legal proceedings involving UAC.

The U.S. government should adopt a transnational family approach in deciding on durable solutions in the best interest of UAC. This should include family tracing, assessment of all family members for potential reunification, and involvement of all family members in the decision-making process, regardless of geography. Currently, decisions about the welfare of UAC are made separately from the existing U.S. child welfare infrastructure, meaning that court decisions on the welfare of UAC are based on their eligibility for immigration relief alone rather than involving a comprehensive assessment of the best interest of the child.

b. UAC should be afforded legal counsel to represent them throughout the course of their immigration proceedings. Many UAC are eligible for immigration relief, once they arrive in the United States. Legal status designations that have been statutorily created to protect vulnerable populations include: asylum, which was designed to protect vulnerable immigrants who are fleeing persecution; Special Immigrant Juvenile Status, which protects children who have been abused, abandoned, or neglected; T-visa for victims of human rights violations.
trafficking; and U-visa for victims of certain recognized crimes. Applying for immigration relief is a complex process, which often involves research on the situation in the client’s country of origin, documentation of abuses, family history documentation, and articulating a comprehensive fact pattern of events. It is simply not possible for a child, in particular, a child with limited to no English speaking skills, to file for immigration relief alone. All UAC should have the benefit of representation by an attorney to ensure all available relief is afforded to them.

c. DHS should conduct child-appropriate credible fear screenings that include questions related to gang related activity. DHS should consult with NGOs with legal and child welfare expertise to develop a thorough screening tool and protocol given that trauma and developmental stage impacts children’s ability to disclose information.

d. The Department of State should pilot Section 104 of the Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2008 (TVPRA 08) in Mexico. Sec. 104 of the Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2008 amends Sec. 107 (a) of the Trafficking and Violence Protection Act (TVPA 2000) to require the “Secretary of State and the Administrator of the United States Agency for international development” to “establish and carry out initiatives in foreign countries”21 “in cooperation and coordination with relevant organizations, such as the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, the International Organization for Migration, and private nongovernmental organizations... for--‘(i) increased protections for refugees and internally displaced persons, including outreach and education efforts to prevent such refugees and internally displaced persons from being exploited by traffickers; and ‘(ii) performance of best interest determinations for unaccompanied and separated children who come to the attention of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, its partner organizations, or any organization that contracts with the Department of State in order to identify child trafficking victims and to assist their safe integration, reintegration, and resettlement.”22 The delegation interviewed several Central American child victims of trafficking in the DIF shelter in Tapachula, Mexico whom would benefit from a best interest determination (BID) which would result in a recommendation for a durable solution to ensure their protection and permanency. Currently, there is no systemic way in Mexico to identify children who have been trafficked or are at risk of being
trafficked, and without a BID, the fate of children who were trafficked or at risk of being trafficked consists of repatriation to their country of origin, often sending them back into the hands of the traffickers, or, if they receive refugee status in Mexico, remaining in a shelter until they turn 18 years old, leaving them vulnerable to exploitation within the shelter and lacking appropriate services to address their trauma and developmental needs.

e. The United States should adopt international principles for repatriation that focus on the best interest of the child and safe return to better ensure child protection. This would include ensuring that relevant partners on both sides of the border establish systems for the reception, monitoring, and reintegration of repatriated unaccompanied children. The US government should coordinate the relevant agencies to develop long term plans for UAC emancipation, family reunification, or other option for safe and sustainable integration in the US or their home country.

f. Child welfare experts should assist the Customs and Border Protection (CBP) in screening UAC who arrive at the US/Mexico border. CBP should solicit the services of independent consultants with child welfare expertise to assist in the development and implementation of trauma-informed and developmentally appropriate screening mechanisms, which would allow fair and equal access to services for all unaccompanied children in need of protection irrespective of their country of origin. This would ensure that children are able to tell their stories in a safe environment and increase the likelihood that they receive appropriate protection. As a law enforcement entity, CBP agents are trained to interrogate border crossers using a style that is direct and confrontational. This approach is neither effective nor appropriate when the goal of the interview is to identify victims and those at risk for exploitation. This is particularly true in the case of children, who may be unaware of their victimization and believe that the forced sex, forced labor, or other abuse and exploitation they endure during their journey is the cost of their migration. Given their traumatic experiences, children are fearful to tell law enforcement personnel their stories or, as instructed by their smuggler, represent themselves as adults when they are minors. Interviewing child victims of trauma requires specialized interviewing techniques that are child-centered, trauma-informed, and developmentally appropriate. These types of techniques necessitate training and practice. The interviewers themselves should also be trained to comfortably work, interact and interview this particular population of children and teens.

g. Funding to reflect the spike in arriving UAC in the United States should be increased, and Congress should mandate family reunification and legal orientation programs for all unaccompanied youth to help these children integrate into their communities, reunify with their families, and pursue immigration relief. Often, increased funding to ORR, which is responsible for the custody and care of UAC, is directed at the temporary shelters in which unaccompanied children reside while waiting for release to their families. However, the time UAC spend in shelter is less than 50 days, at which point, 90 percent are released to their families.23 Funding is not available for services for all released UAC, meaning a small percentage receive services once reunified with their families. The lack of funding for services once children are released increases the likelihood of family breakdown, makes it more difficult for children to access public education and community services, and decreases the likelihood that the children will show up to their immigration proceedings. Funding should be directed at increasing the number of home studies provided to UAC prior to their release from custody to assess any potential placement risks, and the protective capacity of the sponsor to ensure the safe reunification of the child. Post-release services should be required for all UAC to assist the family with navigating the complex educational, social service, and legal
systems. Finally, funding should be increased for the Department of Justice’s Legal Orientation Program for Custodians (LOPC) which was developed to “inform the children’s custodians of their responsibilities in ensuring the child’s appearance at all immigration proceedings, as well as protecting the child from mistreatment, exploitation, and trafficking, as provided under the Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2008.”

To give an example of the effectiveness, CLINIC, a former LOPC provider through DOJ/EOIR, found that absentee rates were 9.2% for UAC who attended LOPC (and admitted to ORR custody between FY 2011-FY 2012) whereas the absentee rate was 14.6% for someone who did not attend LOPC.

h. Special attention should be given to Mayan youth.
A significant number of youth migrating from Guatemala are from indigenous Mayan communities and are fleeing domestic violence, organized crime and poverty. Mayan youth speak up to as many as 21 distinct Mayan languages, and are from indigenous and rural settings and therefore require specialized attention, to include interpretation and translation in their language of choice and cultural understanding of Mayan culture and how that may affect the way they disclose information. We encourage DHS to work with non-government organizations to ensure Mayan youth are appropriately screened and assisted. Additionally, we recommend that CBP scale up its translating services to better address the communication needs of this vulnerable population.

II.

Mexico, with assistance from the United States government and child welfare organizations, must build the capacity of the Mexican child welfare system to adequately protect migrating youth. This includes training for direct care providers and government officials to employ child-appropriate techniques when interviewing and serving migrating children as well as the development of protocols related to identification of safe placement for children, including, but not limited to, those identified to be eligible for refugee status. It also includes the development of and implementation of standardized tools and methods to screen migrating children for symptoms of trauma and for human trafficking.

a. Develop a continuum of care for unaccompanied children. The Mexican government should establish a continuum of care for unaccompanied children in their custody. Currently, unaccompanied children who are seeking asylum may remain in shelters for as long as six months to years and children who receive asylum remain in shelter until they are 18 years old. Studies have shown that prolonged stays in restrictive settings impact a child’s development and well-being. The higher the capacity of the care arrangement, the more restrictive the environment becomes. Consistent with child welfare best practice, unaccompanied children should be placed in the least-restrictive setting, ideally, in community-based care, such as foster care, which allows children freedom of movement and access to community. Furthermore, care settings should be constructed to ensure minors are not commingled with gangs or other criminals, who often infiltrate these facilities.

b. Conduct Best interest determinations (BIDS) for children in custody in Mexico. Rather than immediately deport them back to Central America, Mexico should allow UNHCR to employ a BID system for unaccompanied and separated children in detention to ensure they are protected from criminal elements in Mexico and Central America. This would include the possibility of reuniting them with their families in the United States, particularly if they are victims of trafficking or asylum seekers.

c. The U.S. government should consider child refugee cases for resettlement to the United States through UNHCR or embassy referrals. Cases of children with valid refugee claims who are not able to integrate into Mexico or cannot return safely to their country of origin, especially those with family in the United States, should be considered by the U.S. government for possible resettlement. In many cases, children are neither safe in Mexico nor the country of origin, and resettlement to the United States is the only option for a durable solution.

III.

With assistance from the U.S. government, Central American governments must employ systems to protect children so they are able to remain home in safety and with opportunity. The long-term solution to the crisis in Central America
is to address the push factors driving minors north. This would include improvements in education, employment, and enforcement as well as improvements in the social service and child protection systems. We recommend the following:

a. **The United States should invest in repatriation and re-integration in sending countries.** The delegation found that source countries did not employ comprehensive re-integration programs for children returning from the United States and Mexico, programs which would provide follow-up services to children to help them readjust to life in their home country. A program operated by Kids in Need of Defense (KIND) in Guatemala is showing promising results and should be expanded and duplicated.26

b. **The United States should invest in prevention programs in sending countries.** Other than programs provided by Catholic Relief Services and other NGOs, source countries do not employ programs to encourage youth to remain and not take the journey north. Instead there have been some efforts by the governments of Guatemala and El Salvador along with DHS in the form of media campaigns and videos/talks on the dangers of migration as programs to encourage youth to remain. Programs encouraging children to remain in their local communities would include skill-based training and employment services. Catholic Relief Services operates Youth Builders, which has helped youth remain at home and live productive lives. Of the 53 children served by the program to date, 52 have not migrated north.27

c. **The current reliance on consular staff to investigate, handle and treat children who are intercepted in Mexico during their migration is inadequate and leaves children vulnerable to coyotes, traffickers and further trauma and exploitation.** Currently, in Tapachula, Mexico, the consular officials are responsible for identifying where apprehended unaccompanied children are from, interfacing with the other consulates, collecting information on children’s families, and making determinations about their repatriation. The training these individuals receive is on an ad hoc basis sometimes led informally by local NGOs. These government officials are performing the work of child welfare experts and should receive adequate training and staff on site within the consulates to help consult on possible child trafficking, smuggling and exploitation cases.

d. **Anti-gang efforts should include stakeholders from government, civil society, private sector, religious institutions and international donors in order to effectively leverage limited resources. These efforts should include job and educational opportunities and training programs.** Anti-gang prevention measures should be tackled at regional and local community levels in addition to national levels. Including key local stakeholders and engaging regional governmental bodies and actors is a vital part of prevention efforts. Additionally, prevention efforts must include systematic training and educational programs in order to fully offer meaningful opportunities for former gang members engaging in civilian society once they leave the gang.

**COUNTRY-SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS**

The United States should assist Guatemala in implementing a child protection strategy, particularly in assessments during the family reunification process and expansion of foster-care. Within the Central American region, Guatemala has diligently worked to increase governmental capacity and develop advanced strategies to protect children. The recent government and media attention given to this issue by the First

**Prevention**

Through its Youth Builders project, Catholic Relief Services (CRS)—El Salvador and its partners provide at-risk youth with peer support, vocational and entrepreneurial training, job-placement, life skills and leadership development, and community service opportunities. This project targets youth who are at risk of unemployment, of violence—as victims and as perpetrators, and/or of migration. CRS, in partnership with Caritas, strengthens diocesan programs to work with at-risk youth through a network of community and government agencies. Through partnerships with the United Nations Development Program, local governments and the Salvadoran Chamber of Commerce, CRS provides job and income generating opportunities for gang-involved youth. Through these projects, CRS has served more than 2,500 young people.

(SOURCE: http://crs.org/countries/el-salvador)
Lady of Guatemala and her staff has increased awareness and reinvigorated action on this issue from a national and regional perspective and should receive further support in order to encourage implementation and further development.

**The United States should consider a designation of Temporary Protected Status (TPS) for Guatemala.** Guatemala has requested a designation of Temporary Protected Status (TPS) from the United States based on natural disasters in the country. This would reduce deportations to the country and help stabilize families through remittances.

**The United States should expand enforcement assistance to the government of Honduras to control gangs and other criminal organizations.** Honduras and El Salvador exhibited the most challenging problems with gang activity, with gangs pervasive in many aspects of society. As mentioned, almost 93 percent of crimes against youth in Honduras—mainly from gangs and loosely affiliated street violence—go unpunished. San Pedro Sula, where many Honduran children are returned, is still the most dangerous city in the world in part due to the increased presence of los Zetas and the fight over drug trafficking territory between criminal actors. The number of Honduran children migrating north has increased dramatically as a result of this endemic violence, intimidation, and extortion.

**The United States should assist Honduras in protecting child migrants and victims of trafficking.** The Honduran government does not have the capacity to assist and protect children, such as the provision of family reunification services, shelter for children without families, or other necessary benefits. Part of the obstacles facing the Honduran government come from the locations of the governmental shelters and related resources versus the migration flows in and through Honduras. A greater governmental presence is needed in San Pedro Sula and the outlying border areas rather than in the capital, Tegucigalpa. Casa Alianza and the Centro Atencion al Migrante Retorno are two of the limited number of NGOs working within Honduras that are providing services to migrant children.

**Re-integration and prevention programs should be introduced in Honduras.** Of the countries visited, Honduras was most in need of programs to help re-integrate children into Honduran life and to offer children alternatives to migration through basic skills training, education, and job placement. The U.S. government should consider partnering with NGOs to establish these programs.

**Prevention programs should be expanded in El Salvador.** The Youth Builder program operated by Catholic Relief Services (CRS) in El Salvador is a model which should be expanded to other parts of the country.

**Protocols should be developed by the El Salvadoran government to make assessments during family reunification process.** As children are returned to El Salvador, the process for reunifying them with family is ill-defined and the roles of the government agencies are unclear. NGOs with child welfare expertise can assist the government in deploying appropriate family assessment tools and protocols.

**Reintegration program should be re-introduced in El Salvador.** The International Organization of Migration (IOM) operated a reintegration program in El Salvador in 2011 which successfully re-integrated deported children. However, the U.S. government ended funding for this program after one year, despite its success.

**CONCLUSION**
The situation of child migration from Central America is a complex one, with no easy answers. It is a result of social and economic insecurity, lack of protection, violence and coercion, and the desire to be with family. It is clear, however, that more must be done to address the root causes of this flight and to protect children and youth in the process. This includes working together to address economic reasons behind family separation, the barriers to family reunification in immigration laws and policies, violence, and other root causes of migration.

Too often we look at child migrants as adult migrants and treat them as such: detaining them and treating them as irregular migrants, thereby, emphasizing enforcement rather than protection priorities. The new 2012 UNHCR Framework for the Protection of Children offers a concrete strategy for refugee and other displaced children, including both accompanied and unaccompanied children. Attention and implementation of this framework needs to be elevated within the international and regional systems, the United States, Mexico, the Central American countries, and implementing NGOs. Implementing Best Interest Determinations (BIDs) and strengthening comprehensive child welfare systems are crucial strategies for the realization of durable solutions.

Anyone who hears the stories of these children would be moved by the injustice and horror they have been exposed to at such early and tender ages. They are in need of protection. The delegation found that these children long not only for security, but also for a sense of belonging—to a family, a community, and a country. They are often unable to find this belonging in their home country.

We ask our elected officials to consider the individual stories of these vulnerable migrants and open their minds and hearts to their plight. We ask them to respond to the needs of these children, not to turn them away or ostracize them. American values include compassion and Americans are a compassionate people.

We look forward to working with Congress, the Administration, and others of good will in pursuing just solutions to the challenge of child migration.

WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK:

Catholic Relief Services Baltimore
Catholic Relief Services Mexico
Catholic Relief Services Guatemala
Catholic Relief Services Honduras
Catholic Relief Services El Salvador
U.S. Embassy, San Salvador, El Salvador
Fray Matias Human Rights Center, Tapachula, Mexico
United Nation’s High Commissioner for Refugees, Tapachula, Mexico
Casa del Migrante, Tecun Uman, Guatemala
Guatemalan Episcopal Conference
Centro de Atencion al Migrante Retornado, Tegucigalpa, Honduras
Casa Alianza, Honduras
Fr. Mauricio Gaborit, Central American University, San Salvador, El Salvador
Episcopal Conference of El Salvador
Fundacion Castillo de Amor, Guatemala
Caritas International Honduras
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